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Abstract

The paper deals with application of methods of optimal observation and the applied interval analysis to esti-
mation of the informational set of parameters of a describing polynomial, i.e., the set of parameters consistent
with the given sample of measurements. Estimation is implemented under conditions of uncertainty of proba-
bilistic characteristics of measurement errors. Only geometric constrains are imposed on the errors. Linearity
of the describing polynomial with respect to the parameters to be estimated allows to concretize effectively
procedures of the interval analysis, to use fast procedures of the convex analysis, and to obtain exact de-
scription of a polyhedral of admissible values of parameters. Theoretical validity and simplicity of algorithms
and corresponding software allow to recommend the suggested approach to elaboration of an official Standard
(Guide) to processing corrupted information under conditions of uncertainty and small number of measure-
ments in the sample.
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1. Introduction

Elaboration of the suggested Standard (Guide) is stipulated by necessity of development and extension
of methods for processing measurements corrupted by errors. Especial need appears in the cases when
application of standard methods of the mathematical statistics is hampered because of uncertainty or
complete absence of information about probabilistic characteristics of measuring errors and under short
length (small number of measurements) of a sample to be processed. Under such conditions the maximal
difficulty is in computation of the admissible regions of actual values of constants, regions of actual values
of parameters of describing dependencies, and regions of their actual values (the tube).

The main application of the suggested Guide is procession of measurements in destructing tests,
inter-laboratory tests, round comparisons, and under difficulties for tests repeating caused by some tech-
nological or economical reasons. The Guide is elaborated in development and extension of the Russian
Standard [1], the Guide [2], and the European Standard [3].

2. The main terms and definitions

In comparison to [4], the following new basic notions and definitions are introduced.
Describing dependency. It is a function of some given type y = f(x, P ) that depends on the argu-

ment x ∈ [xmin, xmax] values on the interval of its variation and on values of vector P of the parameters.
It is necessary to estimate the set of admissible values of parameters and the region of admissible values
of the dependence (the enhanced “tube” of the dependence values).

Model of measurement error. It is some known structure of the measuring error. Here, the
minimal data about the model are used. The model of general type can contain both a relative δi and
absolute εi components of the error

yi = y(xi, P ) = y∗

i (xi, P )(1 + δi) + εi, |δi| ≤ δmax, |εi| ≤ εmax,
where i is the measurement number; xi is the argument value at the ith measurement; yi is the corrupted
measurement; y∗

i (xi, P ) is the unknown true value of the dependency; δmax, εmax are maximal values of
bounds on the measurement errors. If the data about the error structure are absent, then the errors are
constrained by some equivalent summary value εmax.

Measurement uncertainty set H of a single measurement (MUS). It is a set (region) of
the argument and function values consistent with the error bounds in this measurement. In the case of
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the model with the absolute error components of the maximal values ∆xmax and ∆ymax and a uniform
sample

Hi = [xi − ∆xmax, xi + ∆xmax] × [yi − ∆ymax, yi + ∆ymax].
In the general case of the model MUS of each measurement is constructed by special formulas [7]. In the
case when the argument is exactly measured, MUS of this measurement is the uncertainty interval

Hi = [yi − ∆ymax, yi + ∆ymax].
Actual (admissible) dependency. It is a function of the given type that passes through MUS’s of

all its measurements.
Actual (admissible) value of the parameters vector. The value that defines an actual depen-

dency.
A priory set IS0 of possible values of the parameters. A region of values of the parameters

vector, whose bounds have been approximately estimated a priori theoretically or defined by results of
some previous measurements.

Partial informational set PISi,j,k of actual values of parameters. It is a set (region) of values
of the parameters consistent with some group of i, j, k measurements of the given sample.

Informational set IS(P ) of the dependency parameters. It is a set (region) of values of the
parameters consistent with all measurements of the given sample and the given type of the dependency.

Tube F (x) of actual values of he dependency. It is a set (region) of values of the dependency
consistent with the given sample of measurements, given type of the dependency, and the informational
set of the parameters. The tube is described by the following totality of intervals:
F (x) = {[Fi,min, Fi,max], i = 1, N}, Fi,min = minP∈IS(P ){y(xi, P )}, Fi,max = maxP∈IS(P ){y(xi, P )}.

Consistent sample. The given sample is consistent if its informational set is not empty. The
equivalent definition: the sample is consistent if there exists at least one actual dependency.

In the most simple case of the dependence y = C = Const, i.e., a physical constant, the following
definitions are simplified.

Measurement of uncertainty set H of a single measurement. It is a set (region) of possible
values of a single measurement that depends on the constraints of error of a measuring unit or a way
of measuring. The constraints are defined on the basis of some preliminary research in correspondence
with the error model. In the case of only absolute component in the error model, the measurement
uncertainty interval of each measurement is described Hi = [yi − ∆ymax, yi + ∆ymax].

Interval I(C) actual values of the physical constant. It is an interval of values of the measure-
ment that are consistent with the given sample of measurements. The interval is bounded from below by
the maximal lower frontier of the MUS of single measurements; and from above this interval is bounded
by the minimal upper frontier of the MUS of single measurements

I(C) =
⋂

i Hi = [hmin, hmax], i = 1, N , hmin = maxi{yi − ∆ymax}, hmax = mini{yi + ∆ymax}.

3. Construction of informational sets of parameters

The approach is based on methods of the optimal observation under conditions of uncertainty [5] and meth-
ods of the interval analysis [6–8], when only geometric constraints are imposed on the measurement error. Any
probabilistic characteristics of the errors are unknown.

As the first variant of the Standard (Guide) under consideration, the most simple and practically interesting
case is suggested when the process under investigation is described by the first (or second) order polynomial
of a independent argument and the right-hand side that are linear with respect to the unknown coefficients
(parameters). Usage of the mentioned type of the dependency on parameters has allowed to apply fast procedures
from the convex analysis for construction of the sets of admissible values of parameters, i.e., the informational
sets. The Guide can be used also for estimation of dependency parameters in the cases when, by changing of
variables, the dependency can be reduced to the mentioned linear type with respect to the parameters [9–11].

Let us illustrate the main procedures of the Guide on an example of the linear dependency y = Ax+B, whose
parameters have to be estimated on the basis of the given sample of corrupted measurements {yi, xi}, i = 1, N
with the length N at the values xi of the argument. The argument values (abscissa) are assumed to be ordered
by increasing xi < xj for all i < j. For simplicity of description assume also that the error model contains only
the absolute component ∆ymax. The following totality of MUS’s is put in correspondence to the given sample:

Hi = [himin, himax], himin = yi − ∆ymax, himax = yi + ∆ymax], i = 1, N .

Estimation of unconditional intervals of the parameters. Similarly to [1] let us estimate the un-
conditional (independent) intervals IA and IB that are useful in practice. For each pair of MUS’s Hi, Hj of
measurements i = 1, N − 1; j = i + 1, N the bounds of the partial intervals of the parameter A are computed

Ai,j = [ai,j,min, ai,j,max], ai,j,min = (hjmin − himax)/(xj − xi), ai,j,max = (hjmax − himin)/(xj − xi).
The bounds of the partial intervals of the parameter B are computed

Bi,j = [bi,j,min, bi,j,max], bi,j,min = himin − ai,j,maxxi, bi,j,max = himax − ai,minxi.
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The unconditional intervals for the parameters are found by intersection of the partial intervals of pairs of the
measurements i = 1, N − 1, j = i + 1, N ,

IA =
⋂

i,j
Ai,j = [amin, amax], amin = max{ai,j,min}, amax = min{ai,j,max},

IB =
⋂

i,j
Bi,j = [bmin, bmax], bmin = max{bi,j,min}, bmax = min{bi,j,max}.

These unconditional intervals give the box-estimate from above of the region of possible values for the parameters
to be estimated. Such an estimate even being useful in practice for primary approximate calculations could be
rather rough.

Exact estimate of the two-dimensional informational set IS(A, B) of the parameters. This set is
an analogue of the confident two-dimensional region [1] of the parameters values under given level of confident
probability. For each pair of the MUS’s Hi and Hj of measurements i = 1, N − 1; j = i + 1, N , the partial
two-dimensional informational sets are computed

PISi,j(A, B) = PISi,j .
in the plane a × b of the parameters to be estimated. Since the right-hand side of the considered dependency
is linear in these parameters and the argument values are strictly ordered, each set PISi,j is a closed convex
quadrangle, namely, a parallelogram. Such a parallelogram is given by four vertices and linear edges between
them. Here, the interval analysis procedures for explicit construction of two-dimensional sets of parameters are
evidently concretized by application of the function inverse to the given describing one [6,7,9–11]. The vertices
(ordered clockwise, for instance, from the upper-right one) are computed for each parallelogram as follows:

a1
i,j = (hj,max − hi,max)/(xj − xi), b1

i,j = hi,max − a1
i,jxi,

a2
i,j = (hj,max − hi,min)/(xj − xi), b2

i,j = hi,min − a2
i,jxi,

a3
i,j = (hj,min − hi,min)/(xj − xi), b3

i,j = hi,min − a3
i,jxi,

a4
i,j = (hj,min − hi,max)/(xj − xi), b4

i,j = hi,max − a4
i,jxi.

The exact estimate of the two-dimensional informational set IS(A,B) of the parameters is found by specialized
fast procedure of intersection of the convex partial informational sets over all pairs of the measurements [9–11]

IS(A,B) =
⋂

i,j
PISi,j , i = 1, N − 1, j = i + 1, N .

This set is a closed convex polygonal with constrained number of vertices and exact linear edges between them.

Tube F (x) of the actual (admissible) values of the estimated linear dependency. In the suggested
Guide, the tube of the actual values of the dependency is an analogue of the confident region of values of the
dependence at each value of the argument. According to the above definition, the tube F (x) = {[Fi,min, Fi,max],
i = 1, N} of the actual values of the given dependency is found

Fi,min = min(A,B)∈IS(A,B){Axi + B}, Fi,max = max(A,B)∈IS(A,B){Axi + B}.

Evaluation of consistency of the given samples. Application of the ideology of the interval analysis has
allowed to introduce a new crucial procedure for constructive analysis of consistency of the given sample
of corrupted measurements. Namely, the opportunity of direct detection of the consistency – inconsistency of the
sample appears under the given level ∆ymax of the maximal value of the error. In the process of computation of the
two-dimensional informational set IS(A, B) under actual value of the constraint on the error, the intersection of
the partial informational sets for a consistent sample is always non-empty. If the sample is inconsistent, for
example, because of presence of at least one outlier [1,2,4], the intersection is always empty, i.e., the informational
set does not exist.

Partition of an inconsistent sample into consistent subsamples and detection of single outliers.
In the existent Standards [1,2] that are based on methods of the mathematical statistics, detection and elimination
of outliers is implemented by the standard rule of “two sigmas”. But if several outliers of different signs are present
in the sample or there is a large systematic shift of a group of measurements with respect to the rest part of the
sample, the rule of “two sigmas” could be unapplicable or lead to fatal distortion of the result.

Usage of ideology of the interval analysis has allowed to elaborate constructive procedure for partition of an
inconsistent sample into a totality of internally consistent subsamples. Here, the procedures of separation
of complete subgraphs from a given graph [12] are applied as follows. A totality of the partial informational sets

{PISi,j , i = 1, N − 1; j = i + 1, N},
is regarded as a graph with these sets as the vertices. Each arbitrary pair of vertices PISi,j and PISk,l is called
connected by the edge (i, j)− (k, l) if their intersection PISi,j

⋂
PISk,l is non-empty. Otherwise, the vertices are

not connected, and the edge is absent.
A group of vertices forms a complete connected subgraph, if they all are pairwise connected by the edges. In

the terms of the partial informational sets, it means non-emptiness of their complete intersection. In other words
it means that the measurements of the corresponding numbers forms a consistent subsample. Thus, if some
consistent subsample forms a complete subgraph with a number of vertices, for example equal to M , then to
each vertex of this subgraph at least M edges comes. In contrast to this case, each single outlier leads to isolated
vertices (the isolated partial informational sets), which have no connecting edges.

Algorithms of separation of complete connected subgraph are wide known. But since the number of pairwise
partial informational sets increases significantly when the number of measurements of the sample increases, then
to obtain fast procedures, special algorithms for construction of the partial informational sets and separation of
consistent subsamples in the case of inconsistent given sample have been elaborated.

Considered Guide was applied to estimation of both polynomial dependencies with dimension of the param-
eters vector of three and more and nonlinear dependencies. Special hybrid algorithm has been elaborated. In it,
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the grid representation of a part of parameters is used, especially, for the parameters entering nonlinearly into the
dependency. But for rest part of parameters linearly entering into the dependency, the described exact estima-
tion of two-dimensional cross-sections of the multi-dimensional informational sets is carried out. The Guide was
successfully applied also to the cases when, using the change of variables, it is succeeded to reduce a nonlinear
dependency in parameters of the describing function to a linear one.

In the Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics (IMM) of the Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences
in cooperation with the Ural Scientific-Research Institute of Metrology (UNIIM) and the Metrological Center of the
Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences (CERTIMET), a preliminary version of the suggested Guide and
corresponding software for computations have been elaborated. Specialized variants of the Guide and software
were probated on a representative number of practical problems of procession of experimental information in
thermal-physics, high-temperature electrochemistry, organic synthesis of medicaments, estimation of parameters
of stability of reference specimens, in air traffic control systems, and guidance systems of space vehicles [9–11].

Preliminary materials have been prepared for cooperative work with interested Russian organizations and
organizations abroad elaborating ISO-Standards (for example, in the European Community).
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